
Imagine a company 
that turns your 
business idea 
into your 
ideal business.

Imagine more.



Welcome.

We are change catalysts.

We work with our clients 
to create or optimize 
successful concepts 
and build sustainable 
growth and profitability.  
As System Thinkers we 
ensure prosperity for all 
stakeholders.

ALEX ATHANASSOULAS
President & CEO

“

”

We are strategists. 

We address the 
uniqueness of each 
brand, we engage with 
it and ensure that it is 
communicated through 
a memorable customer 
or user experience, at 
all touchpoints. Strong 
experiences create 
strong brands.

ELENA ATHANASSOULAS -  
KYRNASSIOU
VP & Executive Director

“

”

In a gentle way you can shake 
the world. 

 

 Mahatma Gandhi

“
”



About STIRIXIS Group.
We are a strategy-through-execution consultancy firm that focuses 
on ensuring long-term success and maximizing ROI. 

24
Countries

30+
International Awards

1996
Established

650+
Projects

We work closely with you to define, design, deliver and manage successful, holistic business concepts 
globally, in Retail, F&B, Hospitality, Workspace and Leisure Industries. You receive from us, not only 
practical strategic advice grounded on a clear understanding of the implementation and roll-out phases, 
but also our executional, hands-on services such as customer experience design, architectural design and 
branding, all aligned and based on a profound understanding of the business context.

We have now successfully completed more than 650 projects in 24 countries, since 1996, and have 
been honored with numerous international awards for them. Above all, we are proud and grateful to 
have established long-term relationships with our clients, something that gives the positive energy and 
drive to continue to grow and become better. 

Our International Awards.
21 International Property Awards 
The IPA celebrate the highest levels of achievement by companies operating in all sectors of the 
property and real estate industry. 
Coca Cola Hellenic Offices (Greece). Coca Cola Hellenic Offices (Switzerland). The TOC Mixed Use 
space (Greece). STIRIXIS Offices (Greece). “The Bright Apartment” (Greece). Kafkas SA Concept Stores 
(Greece). AG Leventis HQ Offices (Nigeria). Diet Watchers Retail Concept (Saudi Arabia). Playmobil 
Funpark and Retail (Greece). 3M Showroom (Greece). Kostarelos Deli Concept (Greece). Bizerba 
Offices & Showrooms (Greece). Perrigo Company Offices (Greece). Mister Baker, Chain of Pastry 
Stores (UAE). Emerald Medical Center (Romania). “Living in Pure Elegance Apartment” (Greece).

3 European CEO Awards 
The European CEO Awards, in partnership with the World Finance Banking Awards, bring together 
companies pushing the envelope in business, and the executives that make this progress possible.
STIRIXIS Group: Best European Interior Designer. (2014) (2015) 
Alex Athanassoulas: Best European CEO in Retail Property Development Industry. (2015)

2 Build Architecture Awards 
The Architecture Awards highlight the amazing work done by the talented designers, artists and 
visionaries whose talent and innovation have created globally talking points that span generations.
STIRIXIS SA Best Business Concept Creation & Design.  
STIRIXIS SA Best F&B Concept Greece for Kostarelos Deli Concept.

1 CFI.co Awards 
CFI.co awards individuals and organisations that contribute significantly to the convergence of 
economies and truly add value for all stakeholders, in the hope to inspire others to further improve their 
own performance. 
Best Business Development Team (Greece).

1 Architecture Award  
Architecture Awards celebrate excellence in engineering, construction and real estate by recognizing 
impressive examples of innovative strategies, new design and sustainable and ecologically oriented, 
emerging practices. 
Most Outstanding Business Concept Bizerba Showrooms (Greece).

2 Global Excellence Awards 
The Global  Excellence Awards recognise outstanding CFOs who deserve commendation for their 
tireless efforts ensuring that business projects achieve financial targets. 
Alex Athanassoulas- CEO Of the Year 2018, Europe. 
STIRIXIS SA, Most Outstanding Hospitality & Leisure Management Consultancy 2018.

1 German Design Award 
The German Design Awards are the international premier prize awarded by the German Design Council. 
Its goal is to discover, present, and honour unique trends in design. 
Kronos, Exquisite Ice-Cream, Brand Identity by STIRIXIS Group.



We find its true core value, we provide a nurturing context for it to flourish and we constantly optimize 
it to ensure its long-term success. From start to finish, we pro-actively align all elements to create 
emergent values, optimize the true output of the organizational system and ensure sustainable 
growth and prosperity.

Our Philosophy: Prosperity.
We believe that every business can be prosperous and sustainable.

Our Mental Mode: Systems Thinking.
From understanding how a system works, comes the ability 
to transform it.

Business problems are complex problems, therefore in need of a systemic approach; evolving markets, 
an ever-changing environment, different target groups with different needs and backgrounds, and a 
business which must also deal with its own structure, challenges and constraints. We apply Systems 
Thinking approach to successfully address all of the aforementioned issues.

We implement project management tools combined with a long-term business view to constantly 
ensure that your strategic goals are preserved. Budgets, time, quality, cash flow, relationships and risks 
are continuously addressed and managed, as they play a pivotal role to the project success.

Our Passion: Project Excellence.
Excellent projects lead to added value beyond the actual project goals 
enriching business, society and environment.

Our Values.

Retail
Your retail environment is designed to 
optimize the customer experience, while 
ensuring your sustainability.

Offices
Based on wellness standards and brand 
values, we design offices that reinforce 
employee engagement and productivity.

Food & Beverage (F&B)
Having your guests and employees 
as priority, we design sceneries with 
memorable look & feel. Lighting and sound 
absorbing standards are among the most 
thoroughly addressed parameters.

Health Services
Spaces for health services request respect. 
This is why we strategically design 
appeasing environments for the patients as 
well as functional ones for the personnel.

Leisure & Hospitality
We conceive and realize relaxing and 
hospitable concepts for hotels and clubs and 
energizing experiences for sports centers.

Museums
We approach museums as sustainable 
concepts. Although they do not “sell” we 
strategically address them as businesses 
to ensure their income. 

Public Spaces
Public spaces, follow regulations and 
concern a versatile audience. Usually they 
lack good CX. Exactly our expertise.

Real Estate Developments
Either commercial or private, we 
strategically support real estate 
developments, by combining innovative 
business planning and strategic design 
ensuring their success.  

Our Industries.

Integrity
Our word is our bond. We keep our promises; 
we are always honest and committed to 
constantly delivering more.

Empathy
We feel and truly care for you. We work 
closely to address your project case and 
support you to successfully achieve your 
vision and strategic goals.

Innovation
Each project is unique. We find novel ways 
and design innovative solutions to create 
successful business concepts and propose 
out of the box solutions.

Sustainability
Whether a business, society or the world 
in general, the long-term view is what 
we focus on. Anything we do is beyond 
the superficial or temporary, seeking to 
contribute to a better world for all.

Responsibility
We work tirelessly for every project with 
professionalism and attention to detail to 
deliver valuable and flawless concepts.

Happiness
We love and feel fulfilled and accomplished 
with what we do. We make sure that you 
share the same feelings.



Every successful concept starts with a systemic, 
well-thought and well-planned strategy. We have a 
proven track record in laying all necessary ground 
work for your project and then building upon that 
foundation to maximize your return on investment.

Our services include:

Concept Strategy.
Strategically designed spaces 
ensure the long-term success 
of your investment.

Corporate Advisory.

Turn around Strategy.

Business Planning.

Feasibility Analysis.

Brand Strategy.

Marketing & Communications Strategy.

Roll-out Strategy.

Location Analysis & Network 

Asset Evaluation.

Global Development Strategy.

More Success.



Lines. Color. Light. Sound. Scents. We carefully 
design, manage, tweak and align all details to 
ensure that their emergent value will leave your 
customers enthused, engaged and enthralled.

Our services include:

Concept Design.
Concepts need to be effectively 
translated into all elements, 
to successfully communicate 
the brand’s positioning, its 
differentiation and values.

Architectural & Interior Design.

Functionality & Operations Design.

Branding & Graphic Design.

Customer Experience Design.

Retail Identity & Fit-out Manuals.

MEP & Structural Design.

Lighting & Acoustic Design.

More Inspiration.

INTERIOR  DESIG N

  
BEST OFFICE 

INTERIOR
SWITZERLAND

Coca-Cola
HBC Head Of  ces
by Stirixis Group



It is also the phase where the highest expenditure 
occurs. Everything should be well planned and 
rehearsed. With our vast experience and hands-on 
approach, we do more than deliver a well-finished 
job on time. We help you meet your business 
objectives.
 
Our services icnlude:

Concept Execution.
Flawless implementation plays a 
very important role in the success 
of your project.

Construction Management.

Project & Program Management.

Procurement Management.

Tendering.

Value Engineering.

Author’s Supervision.

More Reliability.



Our work does not end at the ribbon cutting. 
Project evolution services ensure that your 
concept remains up-to-date, relevant to your 
market and profitable. We take feedback, analyse 
results, follow trends, search for best practices 
and take proactive actions towards change, 
making sure that all parameters of your business 
keep operating optimally.
 
Our services include:

Concept Evolution.
Good concepts do not go live  
and then die. They evolve.

KPIs & Feedback Mechanisms.

Repositioning Strategy.

Concept Fine-tuning.

Operations Optimization.

Marketing & Communication Plans.

Loyalty Schemes.

International Development.

More Sustainability.



Among our customers you will find...

Emergence is the prosperity network exclusively designed for the clients of STIRIXIS Exclusive and 
STIRIXIS Group. The initiative is designed to bring the company’s clients, CEOs and business leaders, 
close to each other and give to each one of them access to a society of like-minded individuals. In this 
network the main values are translated into the following actions:

This exclusive micro-society of out-of-the-box thinkers has already started its operations and the 
members are collaborating closely to make life better and act as a catalyst for the betterment of 
our society.

Emergence
The prosperity network of 
STIRIXIS Group.
We can achieve so much more together, for the benefit of the 
community and, by extension, ours and our children’s future.

Interconnectedness
Actively promote effective and efficient 
collaboration between members, create 
opportunities, and truly support their fruition.

Sharing
Collect, exchange and re-distribute 
significant and innovative content and 
news between the members of the network, 
prompting them to learn, advance, and be 
better prepared for the future to come.

Happiness
Create memorable, meaningful experiences 
through an array of events and happenings 
for all members and their families.

Prosperity
Design, organize and facilitate member 
programs which provide insights, knowledge 
and business to the future generations.



Devoted. 
We deal with your project’s limitations with empathy, as your trusted business advisors.
 
Respectful. 
No matter what the budget is, your investment is of outmost importance and we deeply respect that.
 

Proactive.  
We always go the extra mile and think hard to find solutions to improve, optimise and protect 
your business and investments.
 

Future oriented. 
As a mindset which ensures the sustainability and maximum return on investment for our clients.

Resourceful. 
As we bring to the table knowledge on local markets combined with international experience and 
background. 

Multifaceted. 
Covering a wide range of backgrounds and nationalities; brand strategists and business advisors, 
marketing, and communication specialists, architects and construction managers, graphic and 
interior designers, all collaborate to ensure the holistic approach on your project.
 

Socially aware. 
We go beyond the limits of our company through the Emergence network; launched to become a 
catalyst for the betterment of our society.

Why STIRIXIS Group.
We are ...

To find out more about STIRIXIS Group visit: stirixis.com.

#imaginemore

If I had asked people 
what they wanted, 

they would have said 
faster horses.

Henry Ford

“

”



www.stirixis.com/company-profile

Scan to find out more about us:

stirixis.com 
advance@stirixis.com

#everybusinessasuccess

ATHENS 

T: +30 210 6138312

BUCHAREST

T: +40 213 021135

LONDON 

T: +44 203 2890870


